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TRAVEL Wellness
PILLOWS wherever
ADULTS you go!
Cuddlebug

6 - 7 Since
COMFORT
PILLOWS
we entered
the travel and leisure business in 2008,
Cuddlebug grew out to be a leading company in travel and relax
8 - 9 pillows.
TRAVEL
We PILLOWS
have seenKIDS
the need for travel pillows develop from
an accessory to a necessity in a world where travelling is easier
more common
10 - 11andPLUSH
KIDS than ever before. Cuddlebug has built up an
impressive worldwide distribution network by listening to the
of the customers
12 - 13input
CUSTOM
PILLOWS and living up to their demands, what
makes us as successful as we are now.
14 - 15 PHYSIOTHERAPY
What started out with just one travel pillow for kids and several
relax pillows, has now grown to a massive assortment including
over 70 diﬀerent items. Cuddlebug makes sure you will relax or
travel from A to B in comfort and reach your destination rested
and relaxed. Cuddlebug stands for high quality travel and relax
pillows, presented to you in this catalogue where you could
learn all about the products and their extra features.
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We would like to thank you for your interest in Cuddlebug and
hope we can make your journey more comfortable.
Sit back, relax and enjoy Cuddlebug.
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Travel pillows adults

Commuters that travel on a regular basis can make their pick
out of an extended assortment of U-shape pillows. The
U-shaped cushions are manufactured with materials of the
highest quality and is celebrated for the double stitching and
our unique use of mixture fabrics. All measures are taken to
ensure this pillow is as comfortable as it can be. Perfect ﬁt for
travelling with an extra clip and button to ﬁx your pillow
everywhere you like. You feel the quality.
Features:
Ergonomic ﬁt
Microbead ﬁlling or NASA A-grade memoryfoam
Double Stitching
Washable at 30 degrees celsius
Extra clip and button for attaching
Safe for children
Multi-purpose for neck- and back support
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Luxury pillows

The Cuddlebug luxury line memory foam. With A grade NASA
memory foam ﬁlling is our top line pillow. Available in several
colours. With a higher edge for better neck support during your
travels. The quality of the material is exceptional. A combination
of velours and some stretch spandex makes this your ideal
travelcompanion. The pillow will ﬁt perfectly as the material
adapts to your body and neck. Every pillow comes with a clip to
attach your pillow everywhere.
Features:
Mixture of high grade Nylon and Spandex
A grade NASA foam.
Breathable
Washable
2 year guarantee on production failure
Ergonomical with extra neck support
Clip for attaching the pillow to your bag
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Relax pillows

The Cuddlebug relaxpillows are suitable for every situation. If
you’re looking for relaxing on the couch at home or for extra
back support in your oﬃce chair. The Cuddlebug pillows are
useful for every purpose. The moment a Cuddlebug is placed in
your hands, you will be convinced and you will know why the
pillows serve a multi-purpose existence. The breathable fabric
keeps the pillows nice and cool wherever you go and don’t
worry if it gets stained; it is washable in 30 degrees celsius
preferable in a washing bag. Available in many colours, shapes,
designs and sizes. The comfort pillows are available in Mini,
Medium, XL and XXL.
Features:
Mixture of High grade Nylon and Spandex
Microbead ﬁlling
Double stitching
Breathable
Washable
2 year guarantee
Ergonomical
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Travel pillows kids

The youngsters will be thrilled with our collection of travel
pillows for kids. Practical and playful, they provide great
back- and neck support and with all the diﬀerent designs
available we are convinced there’s a favourite for everyone.
Through suﬃcient testing, we made sure that safety is
guaranteed. We can even guarantee safety for youngest ones
from 0-3 years, through oﬃcial certiﬁcates. Washable,
breathable and double stitched to give them extra strength for
heavy duty use.
Features:
Mixture of High grade Nylon and Spandex
Breathable
Washable
2 year guarantee
Ergonomical
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Plush kids

Our line of animals from Cuddlebug could become your
child’s newest companion. The toys are favourite amongst
babies, toddlers and pre-schoolers. Whether your kid is into
dogs, lions or ﬁsh. Cuddlebug has an impressive assortment with
your kid’s potential new favourite animal. Your child could form
a bond with their Cuddlebug for a long time to come and might
take it everywhere he goes. No worries there, this Cuddlebug is
washable and anti-allergic. Let your youngster have its own
companion for nap time, bedtime, travel- and playtime.
Features:
Tested for children under 3 years
No Chemicals used for production
Mixture of High grade Nylon and Spandex
Breathable
Washable
Double stitching
2 year guarantee
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Custom pillows /
Private labels / Specials

How great would it be to create your own pillow? Well,
Cuddlebug can make it happen! Our production unit can
produce custom made pillows for your own brand, style or
company with your own pms colours, design, labels etc. With a
considerably low MOQ, you can give your pillows an unique
ﬂavour. Please contact us and let us inform you about the
possibilities.
Features:
Low Moq
Full customizing
Own Label
Own Colour
Own design
Washable
2 year guarantee
Ergonomical
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